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Sperm morphology varies considerably across taxa, and postcopulatory sexual selection is thought to be one of the main forces
responsible for this diversity. Several studies have investigated the effects of the variation in sperm design on sperm function,
but the consequences of variation in sperm design on testis morphology have been overlooked. Testes size or architecture may
determine the size of the sperm they produce, and selection for longer sperm may require concomitant adaptations in the testes.
Relative testes size differs greatly between species and is often used as an index of sperm competition, but little is known about
whether larger testes have more sperm-producing tissue or produce sperm at a faster rate. Using a comparative approach in New
World Blackbirds (Icteridae), we found (1) a strong link between testis histology and sperm length, suggesting selection on testis
architecture through selection on sperm size, and (2) that species under intense sperm competition had a greater proportion of
sperm-producing tissue within their testes. These results support the prediction that sperm competition fosters adaptations in
reproductive organs that extend beyond testes size, and raise questions about the trade-offs influencing reproductive investment.
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Sperm size and shape varies markedly across the animal kingdom
(e.g., Cohen 1977; Jamieson 2007; Pitnick et al. 2009). In addition
to the mode of fertilization and phylogenetic effects (e.g., Franzén
1970), postcopulatory sexual selection, comprising sperm competition (Parker 1970) and cryptic female choice (Miller and Pitnick
2002; Snook 2005), is thought to be one of the main selective
forces responsible for this variation (e.g., Gage 1994; LaMunyon
and Ward 1999; Anderson and Dixson 2002; Immler and Birkhead
2007).
Studies seeking to explain the variation in sperm morphology have generally focused on sperm function, such as sperm

velocity (e.g., Gomendio and Roldan 1991; Malo et al. 2006).
Faster sperm are more likely to fertilize eggs in the context of
sperm competition (e.g., Moore and Akhondi 1996; Birkhead
et al. 1999; Froman et al. 1999; Gage et al. 2004; Malo et al.
2005) and theoretical models suggest that sperm velocity may
be determined by sperm traits (Katz et al. 1989; Cardullo and
Baltz 1991). Based on these models, several studies have tested
whether sperm competition intensity influences the size of sperm
midpiece and flagellum, or total sperm length. Whereas sperm
competition appears to be positively associated with sperm design in some taxa (Gage 1994; Balshine et al. 2001; Anderson
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and Dixson 2002; Byrne et al. 2003), in others there is either a
negative or no relationship (Gage and Freckleton 2003; Immler
and Birkhead 2007), indicating that there is no universal pattern
across taxa.
Another possibility is that sperm size is selected for by coevolution with sperm-storage structures within the female reproductive tract, for which there is evidence in various taxa (e.g., Dybas
and Dybas 1981; Briskie and Montgomerie 1992; Pitnick and
Markow 1994; Miller and Pitnick 2002; Simmons and Kotiaho
2007). Postcopulatory sexual selection can therefore affect sperm
design in different ways, resulting in enormous variation in sperm
size and shape but often inconsistent patterns across different
taxonomic groups.
An unexplored implication of selection on sperm design,
however, is whether or not the testes show associated variation. Although in many invertebrates spermatogenesis occurs in
testicular follicles (Blum 1970), the sperm-producing structures
of vertebrates are the seminiferous tubules: long, highly convoluted tubules within the testes (Huber 1916; Lake 1957; Gier and
Marion 1970). In their cross-section, seminiferous tubules consist
of a central lumen and a ring of seminiferous epithelium, in which
sperm develop from the periphery toward the central lumen before being passed into the efferent ducts (e.g., Courot et al. 1970;
Aire 2007b). Because the elongated spermatids and spermatozoa are directed radially within the tubules, with the sperm tails
directed toward the lumen (e.g., Aire 2007b), we might expect
(particularly in passerine birds in which sperm are fairly rigid)
that longer sperm require a thicker epithelium and wider tubules,
resulting in positive covariation between seminiferous tubule diameter and sperm length, across species. However, whether testes
show such adaptations in response to selection for longer sperm
has not previously been assessed.
By contrast, it has been known for over half a century and
demonstrated across various taxa that larger testes tend to produce
more sperm per unit of time than smaller testes (Willett and Ohms
1957; Amann 1970; de Reviers and Williams 1984; Schärer et al.
2004), although among Drosophila species those with relatively
large testes produce fewer but longer sperm than others (Pitnick
and Markow 1994; Pitnick 1996). Because the outcome of sperm
competition is largely determined by sperm numbers (e.g., Martin
et al. 1974; Martin and Dziuk 1977; Parker 1982), selection favors
larger testes relative to body size both between (Harcourt et al.
1981; Kenagy and Trombulak 1986; Kusano et al. 1991; Gage
1994; Hosken 1997) and within species (e.g., Hosken and Ward
2001), and relative testes size is often used as an indirect measure
of sperm competition risk (Møller 1991; Briskie and Montgomerie
1992; Dunn et al. 2001; Pitcher et al. 2005; Calhim and Birkhead
2007).
Although larger testes produce more sperm per unit time, the
daily sperm production (DSP) rate of a testis may depend not only
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on the amount of seminiferous tissue, but also on (1) the number of
sperm produced per unit of seminiferous tissue and (2) the speed
at which individual sperm cells are produced (Amann 1970, 1981;
further details in Discussion). It is unknown whether the higher
sperm production rate of larger testes is higher because they contain more or denser sperm-producing tissue, because individual
sperm cells develop faster, or a combination of these factors. In
primates, the number of sperm produced simultaneously per unit
of parenchyma (i.e., spermatogenic efficiency; e.g., Wistuba et al.
2003) does not differ between species relative to their levels of
sperm competition (Wistuba et al. 2003; Luetjens et al. 2005).
Similarly, the duration of the spermatogenic cycle, which dictates
the speed of sperm production (Amann 1970), also appears to be
independent of sperm competition in primates, although based on
only a few species (J. Wistuba, pers. comm.). If the cycle length
is also unrelated to sperm competition, this, together with the lack
of an association between sperm competition and spermatogenic
efficiency, suggests that it may be the amount of sperm-producing
tissue that best accounts for the variation in the DSP rate reported
across primates (e.g., Amann et al. 1976; Amann and Howards
1980).
The amount of sperm-producing tissue in a single testis can
vary (1) solely in the overall size of the testis, (2) in the proportion of seminiferous tissue relative to somatic tissue within the
testis, or (3) both combined. Compared to the ample evidence
for an increase in relative testes size (i.e., combined testes mass
[CTM] corrected for body mass) with sperm competition, the
proportions of testicular components in relation to sperm competition remain unexplored. The testes consist of an outer capsule
around the parenchyma, which is generally rather thin (Lake 1971)
but differs considerably in thickness across species (Aire 2007a).
Additionally, the parenchyma consists largely of the seminiferous tubules and the interstitial tissue, with the latter containing
blood vessels, Leydig cells, lymphatic space, and conjunctive
tissue (e.g., Lofts and Murton 1973; Tae et al. 2005). Finally,
the seminiferous tubules themselves consist of seminiferous epithelium and a lumen of variable size. Sperm are produced only
in the seminiferous epithelium. Hence, testes of the same size
may differ considerably in the actual amount of sperm-producing
tissue. In a comparative study of six rodent species, the volumetric proportion of seminiferous tubules ranged between 33%
and 92% (Russell et al. 1990). An even more extreme situation
appears to exist in another rodent, the capybara (Hydrochoerus
hydrochaeris), in which the proportion of seminiferous tissue may
be less than 10% (Moreira et al. 1997). These examples indicate
that testes size alone may not be the most meaningful index of
the amount of sperm-producing tissue. Hence, it must be established whether sperm competition influences the proportion of
sperm-producing tissue in the testes. Such information is lacking,
particularly in birds, in which to date information on testicular
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architecture is largely restricted to a few domestic species (see
Aire 2007a).
The aims of our study were to test whether sperm size was
associated with the size of the seminiferous tubules and whether
testis design was related to the level of sperm competition, using
the New World Blackbirds (Icteridae) as our main study group and
the Old World Warblers (Sylviidae) for a comparison between
families. These two families show different selection on sperm
length, with sperm length increasing with sperm competition in
the Icteridae (Lüpold et al., unpubl. ms.) but decreasing in the
Sylviidae (Immler and Birkhead 2007). Using the between-family
comparison, we tested whether our results were independent of
the direction of selection on sperm size.

Methods
STUDY SPECIES

The New World Blackbirds comprise over 100 species that vary
considerably in their mating systems (e.g., Jaramillo and Burke
1999). Their phylogeny is well established, allowing us to control for phylogenetic effects (species and phylogeny in Supporting
Fig. S1A). Moreover, sperm length across the icterid species studied so far ranges between 61 and 145 μm and is positively associated with sperm competition risk (Lüpold et al., unpubl. ms.). To
test whether our results were independent of the direction of selection on sperm size, we compared the Icteridae with the Sylviidae,
a family in which sperm length decreases with increasing sperm
competition risk (Immler and Birkhead 2007; species and phylogeny in Supporting Fig. S1B). We hypothesized that if sperm
length is linked to the size of the seminiferous tubules, tubule size
should also be positively associated with sperm competition in
the Icteridae, but negatively related in the Sylviidae. Conversely,
selection for more sperm (or more seminiferous tissue) in species
under intense sperm competition should result in an increasing
amount of seminiferous tissue relative to testes size in both taxa,
irrespective of the direction of the correlation between sperm size
and sperm competition.
SAMPLE COLLECTION

From the Icterids, we used freshly fixed testes from birds collected
in breeding condition in North America and South America as
part of museum collection, management programmes, or research
projects. All birds were collected under license of the respective
museums and other institutions and, within the United States,
under an additional collective the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
scientific collection/export permit. We also obtained four species
from a formalin-fixed museum collection. In total, we used 1–12
(mean = 3) males from each of 21 different species of Icterids. For
the comparison with the Sylviidae, we included two males from
each of seven sylviid species that had previously been collected
(e.g., Immler and Birkhead 2007).

After dissection, the testes and one or both seminal glomera
(i.e., sperm-storage organs at the end of the deferent duct) were
fixed in 10% formalin. Although other fixatives may yield better
fixation for histological analyses, the general use of formalin
by museums meant that all specimens were fixed in the same
way by the various collectors. Before histological preparation, we
measured the length, width, and height of both testes from each
male to the nearest 0.1 mm using callipers and weighed them to
the nearest 0.001 g using a Mettler AT261 digital balance (Mettler,
Greifensee, Switzerland).
We retrieved sperm from the distal region of the seminal
glomera of the dissected specimens and collected additional samples from live birds either through cloacal massage (e.g., Burrows
and Quinn 1937; Samour et al. 1986), using model females (Pellatt
and Birkhead 1994), or from fecal samples (Immler and Birkhead
2005). This resulted in sperm samples of 34 species, including
the 21 species from which we also had testes for histology.
TESTICULAR HISTOLOGY

Depending on testes size, we prepared either the entire testes
or parts thereof. We dehydrated the samples with an ascending
series of alcohols and embedded them in paraffin. Subsequently,
we took four to five sections (5-μm thick) across different parts
of the testes, with at least 300 μm between sections, and stained
them with haematoxylin and eosin.
We captured digital images of the testis sections, using
a Spot Insight QE camera (Diagnostic Instruments, Inc., Sterling Heights, MI) mounted onto a Leitz Laborlux S microscope
(Vila Nova de Famalicão, Portugal), with a resolution of 0.82
pixels/μm. We took measurements across all testicular sections
from each pair of testes, to the nearest 2 px (i.e., 2.4 μm). In the
Icteridae, we selected from each testis 40–50 tubule cross-sections
that were approximately round (i.e., sectioned perpendicular to
the tubule), and 20–30 cross-sections per testis in the Sylviidae
due to less material available. For each tubule cross-section we
took the following measurements: (1) length and width; (2) area
(tracing the circumference of tubules); and (3) the height of the
seminiferous epithelium (see Supporting Fig. S2).
To calculate the proportions of the different testis components, we captured the maximum image size viewed under the
microscope (1600 × 1200 px, corresponding to 2.86 mm2 of
the original sample) and deducted any areas that were not part
of the parenchyma (e.g., capsule, empty spaces around the specimen, or occasional artifacts of the specimen). Within the remaining parenchyma area, we measured all tubule cross-section areas
as above, but this time irrespective of their shape, and the area
covered by the lumen within each tubule. The seminiferous tissue was simply the difference between total tubule area and the
lumen area. We then summed all areas of seminiferous tissue and
lumen, respectively, and assigned all tissue between the tubules
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(i.e., difference between the total parenchyma area and the total
area covered by seminiferous tissue or lumen) to the interstitial
tissue. Finally, we calculated the proportions of seminiferous tissue, lumen, and interstitial tissue relative to the total parenchyma
area. For further information on the different testis components
and their measurements see the Supporting Figure S2.
For the proportions of the above testis components relative
to total testis volume, we first measured the height of the testicular capsule in several independent locations of our histological
sections and calculated mean capsule height. Subsequently, we
computed the testis volume (V T ) as the volume of a regular ellipsoid, using the measured testis length, width, and height, and
the volume of the parenchyma (V P ; i.e., all tissue surrounded by
the testicular capsule) again as a regular ellipsoid with the same
measurements as for V T , but each shortened by 2× (mean capsule height). Assuming equal proportions of the different testis
components throughout the parenchyma, we computed the proportions relative to overall testes size as p i × V P /V T , where p i
is the mean proportion of the corresponding testis component as
measured from our images. For the volumetric proportion of the
testicular capsule we used (V T − V P )/V T . We calculated all these
values for each testis before combining the values for the two
testes within individual males and finally calculating the species
mean from all males within a species.
SPERM LENGTH AND SPERM COMPETITION

From each male, we measured the length of 5–10 morphologically normal and undamaged sperm from digital images with a
resolution of 8.5 or 13.6 px/μm, depending on sperm size, and
again with an accuracy of 2 px. We then used mean sperm length
of each male to calculate mean sperm length for each species.
As an index of sperm competition risk, we used relative testes
size by including CTM and body mass (both log-transformed) as
independent variables in our analyses, which is preferable to the
use of residuals from a regression between the two variables (e.g.,
Garcı́a-Berthou 2001). All our results of relative testes size thus
include log (body mass) as a covariate, but for simplicity and
because the actual results of the covariate are not important in our
study, we report only the results of the partial correlation of the
corrected CTM, referred to as rCTM (relative CTM).
For five species, for which we had testes from only one to
two males in our collection, we compared our measures on overall
testes size with data from the literature and from two museum
databases (i.e., Field Museum Chicago and Smithsonian National
Museum of Natural History), using only data from birds that were
likely to be in breeding condition and have fully developed testes
given their geographic location, date of collection, and the range
of testes sizes in the database. Careful use of testes measures
is important to determine levels of sperm competition based on
relative testes size (Calhim and Birkhead 2007).
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We are aware that using relative testes size as an index of
sperm competition in a study like this may be problematic due to
potential circularity, particularly in analyses of proportions of testicular components relative to sperm competition. However, due
to the lack of information on genetic mating systems (e.g., extrapair paternity, EPP) in most species or inconsistent definitions of
EPP (i.e., proportion of extra-pair young per nest, parent, or population, or proportion of nests containing at least one extra-pair
young), we addressed the issue of circularity in two different ways:
First, we established across the species, for which data on percentage of extra-pair young are available, whether EPP covaried
with rCTM. Using data from Molothrus ater (EPP = 4.7%; Alderson et al. 1999), Dolichonyx oryzivorus (EPP = 14.6%; Bollinger
and Gavin 1991), Agelaius phoeniceus (EPP = 28.3%, the mean
from three studies; Gibbs et al. 1990; Westneat 1993; Gray 1996),
Icterus bullockii (EPP = 32%; Richardson and Burke 1999), and
Quiscalus mexicanus (EPP = 37%; Johnson et al. 2000a), EPP
(arcsine transformed) increased significantly with rCTM (n = 5;
partial r = 0.97, t = 5.40, P = 0.03).
Second, we obtained information on breeding density and social mating system of the icterid species from the literature (mostly
from Webster (1992) and Jaramillo and Burke (1999); see online
Supporting Fig. S1A). We classified the species into three different categories of breeding density (dispersed, aggregated, and
colonial; following Webster 1992), excluding the four cowbird
(Molothrus) species from analyses of breeding density because as
brood parasites they do not build nests. In comparative studies, dispersed breeders have both lower rates of extra-pair fertilizations
(e.g., Westneat and Sherman 1997) and relatively smaller testes
than birds in denser nesting populations (e.g., Pitcher et al. 2005),
thus indicating different levels of sperm competition risk. For the
social mating system, we classified the species into five categories:
(1) monogamous, (2) largely monogamous (i.e., very low or occasional polygyny), (3) polygynous, (4) lekking/promiscuous, and
(5) cooperative. None of the species of our study is considered
polyandrous, hence we omitted this category. Due to the relatively
small dataset for the number of categories and with only one cooperative breeder and two promiscuous species, we distinguished
only between (largely) monogamous (1–2) and polygamous (3–5)
in our analyses. Although both breeding density and social mating system are fairly crude measures of sperm competition (e.g.,
EPP is not considered), they provided somewhat independent estimates of sperm competition risk to rCTM. We thus applied the
two categorical measures of sperm competition to further address
the main objectives of our study, circumventing the potential circularity caused by the use of rCTM.
STATISTICAL ANALYSES

We conducted statistical analyses using the statistical package
R version 2.6.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing 2007),
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and transformed nonnormal data distributions appropriately to
meet the parametric requirements of the statistical models (see
below). For the comparison between the Icteridae and Sylviidae,
we performed the main analyses independently in both families
and were mostly interested in the direction of the slopes. The
inverse relationship of sperm length with sperm competition in the
Sylviids compared to the Icterids allowed us to establish whether
adaptations were associated with the selection on sperm length.
To control for phylogenetic effects, we constructed a phylogenetic tree by combining several published subsets of the icterid
phylogeny (details in Supporting Fig. S1A). For the Sylviidae, we
used the phylogeny provided by Immler and Birkhead (2007). We
then accounted for statistical nonindependence of datapoints by
shared ancestry of species (Felsenstein 1985; Harvey and Pagel
1991) using a generalized least-squares (GLS) approach in a phylogenetic framework (Pagel 1999; Freckleton et al. 2002). This
approach allows the estimation of the phylogenetic scaling parameter λ, with values of λ close to 0 indicating phylogenetic
independence, and λ close to 1 indicating a complete phylogenetic association of the traits. We used likelihood-ratio tests to
establish whether the model with the maximum-likelihood value
of λ differed from models with values of λ = 1 or 0, respectively.
Superscripts following the λ estimates denote significance levels
of these likelihood-ratio tests (first superscript: against λ = 1;
second superscript: against λ = 0). We will report these results
together with the effect size r (i.e., partial correlation coefficient)
and 95% noncentral confidence intervals that we calculated from
the t-values of the GLS models, following the equations in Nakagawa and Cuthill (2007). Confidence intervals excluding zero
indicate statistical significance at the α level of 0.05 (Smithson
2003; Nakagawa and Cuthill 2007). However, for factorial predictors such as mating system or breeding density, we used η2
(eta squared) to estimate the strength of the associations, with η2
being the proportion of the total variance attributable to the effect
in question (Fisher 1925; Olejnik and Algina 2003).

Results
The testes from all species were densely packed with seminiferous tissue, which comprised 88–96% of the testicular volume,
but there were still considerable differences in testis morphology
between species, both in the size of individual testis components
and in their proportions (Table 1).
TESTIS HISTOLOGY AND SPERM SIZE

Seminiferous tubule size, as measured by their cross-section area,
was independent of absolute testes size (n = 21; t = 1.19, P =
0.25, λ < 0.0001 <0.01;1.0 ; r (95%CI) = 0.27 (−0.19 to 0.60)), but
covaried positively with relative testes size (n = 21; t = 3.14, P =
0.006, r = 0.61 (0.21 to 0.79), λ < 0.00010.02;1.0 ; Fig. 1A), using

Descriptive statistics of testis morphology in the Icteridae
(n=21 species).

Table 1.

Trait
Absolute measurements
Combined testes mass (g)
Testicular capsule height (μm)
Seminiferous tubule cross-section
(×103 μm2 )
Epithelium height (μm)
Volumetric proportions
Seminiferous tissue (%)
Interstitial tissue (%)
Lumen (%)
Testicular capsule (%)

Mean

Range

0.83
23.2
82.1

0.11–3.36
16.0–35.0
41.1–125.7

118.5

86.1–157.8

90.6
4.4
3.1
1.9

87.8–95.7
1.7–9.4
0.9–6.8
1.0–3.6

GLS models corrected for phylogeny. The association between
tubule size and rCTM, however, was likely to be mediated by
sperm length, because after including sperm length in the model,
tubule size was positively related with sperm length but no longer
correlated with rCTM (n = 21; sperm length: t = 3.41, P = 0.005,
r = 0.70 (0.27 to 0.86); rCTM: t = 0.45, P = 0.66, r = 0.13 (–0.40
to 0.57); λ < 0.00010.02;1.0 ). To test whether these results were
confounded by the multicollinearity between the three predictor
variables (i.e., sperm length, CTM, and body mass), we calculated
the variance inflation factors (VIF; Marquardt 1970; Fox 2002)
for all predictors and found no evidence for a severe impact of
collinearity (all VIF values between 2.0 and 3.6; i.e., well below
the threshold of 10 suggested by Marquardt 1970 or Kleinbaum
et al. 1998).
We obtained similar results between tubule size, sperm
length, and sperm competition using social mating system or
breeding density in the GLS model instead of rCTM. As with
rCTM, both these sperm competition indices had no significant
effect on tubule size, but sperm length had a very strong effect
(results in Supporting Table S1). That is, cross-section area (hence
also the diameter) of the seminiferous tubules appears to be primarily linked to sperm length and not sperm competition.
The height of the seminiferous epithelium within the tubules
increased with both tubule cross-section area (n = 21; t = 10.14,
P < 0.0001, r = 0.92 (0.83 to 0.96), λ = 0.880.68;0.22 ) and sperm
length (n = 21; t = 6.56, P < 0.0001, r = 0.84 (0.65 to 0.91), λ =
1.001.0;0.36 ). In contrast, the area of the lumen within the tubules
was independent of tubule size (n = 21; t = −0.07, P = 0.94,
r = −0.02 (−0.43 to 0.41), λ = 0.330.03;0.27 ) and sperm length
(n = 21; t = −0.80, P = 0.43, r = −0.19 (−0.55 to 0.27), λ =
0.260.02;0.31 ).
To test whether the driving force of the tubule characteristics
is sperm competition or sperm length, we conducted identical
analyses in the Sylviidae. Given our results from the Icteridae, we
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Interspecific relationships across the Icteridae (A) between the cross-section area of the seminiferous tubules and sperm length
(r = 0.82, P < 0.0001), and (B) between the proportion of sperm-producing tissue and relative testes size (shown as a partial residual
plot; r = 0.65, P = 0.003). Each datapoint represents a species. For further statistical details see text and Table 2, respectively.

Figure 1.

hypothesized that Sylviidae under high sperm competition risk
(and with short sperm) would have smaller tubules than species
under low risk (with longer sperm). Across the seven sylviid
species analyzed, both tubule cross-section area and height of
the epithelium decreased with increasing rCTM, although not
statistically significant in both cases: tubule area, t = −1.90,
P = 0.13, r = −0.74 (−0.93 to 0.34), λ = 0.820.56;0.15 ; epithelium,
t = −2.99, P = 0.04, r = −0.87 (−0.96 to −0.05), λ = 1.01.0;0.06 .
The direct links between the two tubule measures and sperm
length were not significant, but both associations were positive as
predicted (tubule area: t = 1.15, P = 0.30, r = 0.50 (−0.45 to

0.85), λ = 1.01.0;0.58 ; epithelium: t = 1.29, P = 0.25, r = 0.54
(−0.42 to 0.86), λ = 0.770.76;0.65 ). These results, combined with
those of the Icteridae, suggest that the cross-section area of the
seminiferous tubules is not proportional to testes size but is more
likely linked to sperm length.
PROPORTION OF TESTIS COMPONENTS AND SPERM
COMPETITION RISK

We found a positive relationship between the proportion of seminiferous tissue and the level of sperm competition as measured
by rCTM (Table 2; Fig. 1B). There was also a trend for a

Associations between the proportion of different testis components and absolute or relative testes size across Icteridae (n=20).
Body mass was included as a covariate in all analyses of relative testes size and was significant (all P<0.048) except for lumen (P=0.53).

Table 2.

Traits

Slope

t

P

λ

Effect size
r

Absolute testes size
Seminiferous tissue
Interstitial tissue
Lumen
Testicular capsule
Relative testes size
Seminiferous tissue
Interstitial tissue
Lumen
Testicular capsule

LCL

UCL

0.009
0.165
0.010
−0.288

1.54
1.32
0.09
−6.98

0.14
0.20
0.93
<0.001

<0.00010.09;1.0
<0.00010.01;1.0
0.9430.69;0.06
<0.0001<0.01;1.0

0.349
0.304
0.021
−0.861

−0.123
−0.170
−0.414
−0.924

0.652
0.626
0.444
−0.686

0.021
−0.272
−0.068
−0.352

3.42
−1.92
−0.48
−6.32

0.003
0.07
0.64
<0.001

<0.00010.08;1.0
0.0140.07;0.68
0.8890.63;0.08
<0.0001<0.01;1.0

0.649
−0.433
−0.119
−0.845

0.263
−0.704
−0.521
−0.917

0.817
0.043
0.350
−0.642

The model including the maximum-likelihood value of λ was compared against the models including λ=1 and 0, and superscripts following the λ estimates
indicate significance levels of the likelihood-ratio tests (first position: against λ=1; second position: against λ=0).
Effect size is presented as the partial correlation coefficient r, along with the noncentral 95% confidence intervals (LCL, lower confidence limit; UCL, upper
confidence limit). Confidence intervals that do not cross zero are statistically significant at the α level of 0.05. For details on the calculation see Nakagawa
and Cuthill (2007) and references therein.
There was no significant impact by the collinearity of testes and body mass as the two predictor variables (VIF=1.90).
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negative association between the proportion of interstitial tissue
and rCTM whereas the proportion of the lumen was independent
of sperm competition (Table 2). None of these proportions were
significantly correlated with absolute testes size (Table 2). The
proportion of capsular tissue was negatively correlated with both
relative and absolute testes size because the height of the capsule
increased only slightly compared to testes size, such that small
testes tended to have relatively thicker capsule than large testes.
With social mating system and breeding density as predictors
of sperm competition, polygamous species had a higher proportion of sperm-producing tissue than monogamous species (F 1,18 =
4.43, P = 0.05, η2 = 0.20; λ < 0.00011.0;1.0 ), and the same was
true for species with higher breeding density than dispersed breeders (F 2,14 = 7.11, P = 0.007, η2 = 0.50; λ < 0.00010.06;1.0 ). These
results were thus consistent with the one obtained with rCTM as
the sperm competition index.
Because in the Icteridae, species under intense sperm competition produce longer sperm, the higher proportion of seminiferous
tissue within their testes could simply be due to the larger tubules
and thicker epithelium in response to the longer sperm. To test
whether the increase in the amount of seminiferous tissue per
testis with sperm competition was a spurious effect or adaptive,
we again compared the icterid results with those from the Sylviidae. We predicted that to maximize sperm production, Sylviids
under intense sperm competition should also have a greater proportion of seminiferous tissue than species under low competition,
irrespective of tubule size.
As predicted, in the Sylviidae, the proportion of seminiferous tissue increased with sperm competition (t = 2.93, P = 0.04,
r = 0.86 (−0.07 to 0.96), λ < 0.00010.18;1.0 ) and the proportion
of interstitial tissue decreased (t = −3.27, P = 0.03, r = −0.88
(−0.96 to −0.02), λ = 1.01.0;0.46 ) although both tubule size and
epithelium height tended to decrease with sperm competition (see
above). These results clearly show that the proportion of seminiferous tissue is not driven simply by the size of the tubules. In both
families independently, species under intense sperm competition
have testes with more densely packed sperm-producing tissue,
irrespective of sperm or tubule size.

Discussion
Our results revealed a strong association between the size of the
seminiferous tubules within the testes and the size of sperm produced by these tubules, suggesting that selection on sperm design
entails adaptations in the testes. We also found that species under
intense sperm competition have a higher proportion of spermproducing tissue within their testes, indicating that the rate of
sperm production may increase disproportionately with testes
size.

TESTIS HISTOLOGY AND SPERM SIZE

It is increasingly well established that the fertilization environment, including the morphology of the female reproductive tract
and the risk of sperm competition, generates selection on sperm
design (Briskie and Montgomerie 1992; Garcı́a-González and
Simmons 2007; Immler and Birkhead 2007), but the precise nature of such selection is poorly understood. Regardless of the
mechanisms that exert selection on sperm design, we show here
that changes in sperm size also involve adaptations of the testes.
Our results revealed a strong positive relationship between sperm
length and the size (or diameter) of the sperm-producing tubules,
indicating that in vertebrates, in which spermatogenesis occurs
radially within the seminiferous tubules, longer sperm require
wider tubules. We showed that across species, the cross-section
area of these tubules was not simply proportional to the overall
size of the testes but appeared to be driven solely by the size of
the sperm manufactured within them, and we provide two lines of
evidence for this. First, tubule size was independent of absolute
testes size across species, and after including sperm length in the
analysis of tubule size and relative testes size, sperm length was
the only significant predictor of tubule size. Second, in the Icteridae, where sperm size increases with relative testes size (Lüpold
et al., unpubl. ms.), both the tubule size and seminiferous epithelium height also increased. In contrast, in the Sylviidae, in which
sperm length is inversely related with relative testes size (Immler
and Birkhead 2007), both these measures decreased. The underlying selection mechanism is probably that tubule size determines
the length of the sperm they produce and if postcopulatory sexual selection favors longer sperm, species under intense selection
evolve wider tubules to accommodate their longer sperm. Likewise, if selection favors shorter sperm as in the Sylviidae, tubule
size decreases accordingly to optimize the use of the space within
the testes (also see following section).
TESTIS HISTOLOGY AND SPERM NUMBER

In addition to the testicular response to selection on sperm size,
our data suggest that increasing levels of sperm competition also
select for more sperm-producing tissue. Because the number of
sperm transferred during copulation is among the most important
factors determining the outcome of sperm competition (Martin
et al. 1974; Parker 1982), species under high levels of sperm
competition should maximize their sperm output as expressed by
the DSP rate. DSP is the number of sperm produced per testis
per day (e.g., Amann 1970, 1981), and its calculation requires
knowledge of the following three factors: (1) the total amount of
sperm-producing tissue (or parenchyma), (2) the number of spermatids produced simultaneously per unit of sperm-producing tissue (or parenchyma; spermatogenic efficiency), and (3) the length
of the spermatogenic cycle, which determines the speed at which
individual sperm cells are generated and allows the derivation of
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the time divisor (t) for the calculation of DSP (DSP = a × b/t;
Amann 1970, 1981). Each of these three factors can potentially
contribute to an increase in DSP and will be discussed.
The most obvious way to increase the amount of spermproducing tissue would be to grow larger testes, and indeed
promiscuous species have larger testes relative to their body size
than monogamous species (e.g., Harcourt et al. 1981; Kenagy and
Trombulak 1986; Kusano et al. 1991; Hosken 1997). However,
as we show here, promiscuous species also have a significantly
higher proportion of seminiferous tissue within their testes. One
reason for this could be that spatial constraints within the body
cavity prevent enlargement of the testes beyond a certain limit.
Such effects may exist particularly in birds, in which space within
the body cavity may be restricted, with one testis (usually the left)
located between the spine and the solid gizzard. Moreover, flying
animals such as birds are restricted in the amount of tissue they
can carry during flight (e.g., Wright and Cuthill 1989), which
is also reflected by the fact that the testes are typically enlarged
only during a brief period of time each year (Wright and Wright
1944; Selander and Hauser 1965; Partecke et al. 2004). A tradeoff between investment in gonad size and flight ability was also
recently documented in insects (Saglam et al. 2008). However,
Schultz (1938) obtained similar results to our study, finding a positive relationship between relative testes size and the proportion
of sperm-producing tissue across six primate species, although
in primates, the testes are scrotal and hence spatial constraints
may be less important. Overall, there is increasing evidence that
the selective pressure to maximize sperm production goes well
beyond enlarging overall testes size. Such a trend has also been
shown by two recent intraspecific studies. In the capybara, subordinate males have a higher proportion of seminiferous tissue
than dominant males, probably as an adaptation to their higher
risk of sperm competition (López et al. 2008). Similarly, male
house mice (Mus musculus domesticus) kept under highly competitive conditions produce more sperm, but without increasing
testes size, than males under lower sperm competition risk (Ramm
and Stockley 2008). All these results highlight the need to look
beyond overall testes size to understand the links and trade-offs
between sperm size, sperm number, and sperm competition.
Variation in the proportion of sperm-producing tissue, within
and between species, raises the question of the reliability of relative testes size as an index of sperm competition. Relative testes
size is thought to reflect DSP rate (Fig. 2), but inherently assumes
equal density of sperm-producing tissue and equal spermatogenic
rate per unit tissue, across individuals within species or across
species. The spermatogenic rate may be independent of sperm
competition, at least in some taxa such as primates (J. Wistuba,
pers. comm.), but the present study and those mentioned above,
show that the quantity of seminiferous tissue in the testes increases
disproportionately with relative testes size. This means that in
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Hypothetical interspecific relationships between relative testes size and daily sperm production rate as measured by
the amount of actual sperm-producing tissue, showing that as

Figure 2.

the level of sperm competition increases, relative testes size as
an index of sperm competition increasingly underestimates sperm
production rate. The thin dotted line (a) depicts the assumed relationship between overall testes size and sperm production. The
thick lines (b and c) represent hypothetical slopes across two different taxa (differing in the range of the proportion of seminiferous tissue between species) after correcting relative testes size for
the proportion of seminiferous tissue. As long as the proportion of
seminiferous tissue is very high and fairly consistent across species
(e.g., Icteridae), the deviation from the assumed slope is only small
(long-dashed line b). However, if the variation (or range) in the
proportion of seminiferous tissue increases between species, with
species under intense sperm competition having far denser testes
than species under low sperm competition, the deviation from the
assumed slope increases as represented by the solid line (c; e.g.,
rodents). In the latter case, a correction for the amount of spermproducing tissue would be advised, whereas for line b, the results
may not change significantly after such a correction.

species under intense sperm competition, testes size will underestimate the intensity of postcopulatory sexual selection. This
effect is unlikely to be important for the birds used in this study
because in all cases the seminiferous tissue accounted for 88–
96% of testes volume. However, for certain mammals, in which
the proportion of seminiferous tissue also increases with relative
testes size, but across a much greater range (primates: 48–74%,
Schultz 1938; and rodents: 33–93%, Russell et al. 1990, respectively), DSP is likely to increase far more rapidly with increasing
relative testes size than implied by testes size alone (Fig. 2). In
general, the slope between DSP and relative testes size is likely

SPERM AND TESTIS MORPHOLOGY IN BIRDS

to increase with the variation in the proportions of seminiferous
tissue between the individuals or species examined, particularly
if the quantity of seminiferous tissue increases disproportionately
with relative testes size. This systematic “error,” together with
variation in the quality of EPP data and testes size measures, may
also explain why relative testes size often explains only relatively
little of the variation in EPP in comparative studies (e.g., Møller
and Briskie 1995; Calhim and Birkhead 2007).
We therefore suggest that the actual quantity (e.g., mass or
volume) of seminiferous tissue is likely to be a more accurate index of DSP than overall testes size, as it accounts for the variation
in the proportion of seminiferous tissue. The mass (or volume)
of seminiferous tissue can be calculated by multiplying overall
testes mass (or volume) by the proportion of seminiferous tissue
(determined by microscopy as described in this study or by point
counts of histological preparations; e.g., Russell et al. 1990).
An even more accurate index of DSP can be obtained from the
same data by also incorporating seminiferous tubule size. Because
longer sperm are produced by wider tubules, at least in passerine
birds, and sperm length may also be related to germ cell size within
the epithelium, the proportion of a tubular cross-section used to
produce an individual sperm cell is likely to be fairly constant
across different tubule sizes. We have not quantified the number
of sperm cells, but preliminary data indicate that in average-sized
tubule cross-sections for each icterid species of this study there
are between 30 and 35 sperm bundles. In contrast, for a given
testicular size, the length of the convoluted seminiferous tubule is
traded off against its width (or cross-section area). A longer (and
narrower) tubule could thus produce more sperm simultaneously
(i.e., same spermatogenic stage) than a short tubule, thus increasing the sperm production rate. The length of the tubule L can be
calculated by dividing the product of the parenchymal volume
V and the proportion p of the tubular components (seminiferous
tissue + lumen) in the parenchyma by the tubular cross-section
area A, that is L = V × p/A (Johnson and Neaves 1981). This
approach indirectly estimates the amount of testicular tissue per
sperm. Hence, in addition to improving the accuracy of our estimates of DSP it also facilitates the study of the trade-offs between
sperm size and number. Currently there are insufficient data on
DSP to allow us to assess how much additional information on
testicular architecture will increase the accuracy of our estimates
of DSP, but we encourage researchers to examine testis histology
in relation to DSP and levels of sperm competition across a range
of taxa. More data will allow us to critically reassess whether we
need to add a correction factor to testes size to obtain a better
indicator of DSP and sperm competition.
Finally, DSP is also influenced by the kinetics of cell division, typically measured by the spermatogenic cycle length
(e.g., Leblond and Clermont 1952; Amann and Lambiase 1969).
Evaluation of this cycle length involves intratesticular injec-

tion of a labeling substance, such as tritiated thymidine or 5bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), and dissection of birds at different
periods after injection to follow the progression of germ cells
through the cycle of the seminiferous epithelium (e.g., Amann
and Lambiase 1969; Noirault et al. 2006). Very few studies have
conducted such analyses, with a strong bias toward domestic and
laboratory species. The spermatogenic cycle length in mammals
varies considerably between species (Amann and Lambiase 1969;
Amann et al. 1976; Berndtson 1977; Johnson et al. 2000b), and
in primates at least, appears to be independent of sperm competition (J. Wistuba, pers. comm.). It remains unresolved whether
this is also the case in other taxa. In birds, information on the
spermatogenic cycle is restricted to a few domestic species (de
Reviers 1968; Marchand et al. 1977; Lin et al. 1990; Noirault
et al. 2006). Consequently, we know very little about the variation
in temporal aspects of spermatogenesis, which also prevents reliable calculations of DSP. Overall, we therefore know little about
the factors determining the duration of spermatogenesis, but it
seems intuitive that long sperm should take longer to produce
than short sperm, and indeed there is clear evidence for this in
Drosophila (Lindsley and Tokuyasu 1980; Hennig and Kremer
1990; Pitnick 1996; Schärer et al. 2008). If this is also the case
in birds, it may explain why across the Icterids, species under intense sperm competition, which also produce longer sperm, have
relatively more sperm-producing tissue than other species. High
sperm competition species could boost sperm production without
further elevating the rate of spermatogenesis. If the same holds
for the Sylviidae, warblers under strong sperm competition may
constitute an example of maximizing seminiferous tissue and spermatogenic rate by producing shorter sperm. These results indicate
a possible proximate basis for the trade-off between sperm size
and number predicted by theoretical models (e.g., Parker 1982,
1993) and shown empirically in Drosophila (e.g., Pitnick 1996).
It appears that long sperm may not only be costly energetically or
as a result of a longer generation time, but also because they require more space within the testes, thus restricting the number of
sperm produced. More data on spermatogenesis across a range of
species would help us better understand the links between sperm
production, testis histology, and mating systems.
CONCLUSIONS

We found that postcopulatory sexual selection appears to select on
testis morphology in two different ways: (1) through selection on
sperm length, and (2) through selection for more sperm-producing
tissue. The latter finding not only leads to relatively larger testes
but also to a greater proportion of sperm-producing tissue within
the testes. These results indicate that the link between the testes
and their sperm is more complex than a simple testes size–
sperm number relationship. For a comprehensive understanding of
these effects, we need additional inter- and detailed intraspecific
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studies, for example, using species with high levels of sperm-size
variation or by manipulating sperm competition between males
to assess its influence on the testes.
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Supporting Information
The following supporting information is available for this article:
Figure S1. (A) Icteridae—Phylogeny of the Icteridae used in this study, along with their social mating system (SMS) and breeding
density (BD). References for the different subsets of the phylogeny are listed below. (B) Sylvidae—Phylogeny of the Sylvidae
used in this study (subset of the species used by Immler and Birkhead 2007)
Figure S2. Schematic illustration of the cross-section through a seminiferous tubule (and adjacent tubules), indicating the
distinct testis components by the different shadings and the linear measurements taken by double arrows.
Table S1. Effects of sperm length and sperm competition on tubule cross-section area in the Icteridae, using social mating system
and breeding density as indices of sperm competition (the latter excluding the four brood parasites).
Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article.
(This link will take you to the article abstract).
Please note: Wiley-Blackwell are not responsible for the content or functionality of any supporting informations supplied
by the authors. Any queries (other than missing material) should be directed to the corresponding author for the article.
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